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When we give you prayer guidelines, such task is not to occupy the hours of your days. The world
is agonizing and, in the midst of a prospect of unalterable chaos, God continues to send His
Messengers to the world so that, with His Divine Hope, He can obtain - at least from one heart -
sincere prayers that balance the planetary reality.

Today I have come to ask you not to pray only to fulfill a request of Mary mentally and, thus, to
take weight from your own consciousnesses.

I ask you to truly pray - with your heart - and bearing in mind the planetary reality and the destiny
of humanity, which depend, largely, on the beings who pray.

Sometimes, it saddens us more to see one of Our soldiers repeating dead words to the wind, in order
to quickly finish with his prayers, than to see in the world an ignorant child who does not pray,
because this one does not pray due to his ignorance while the first one deceives himself.

Knowing of the spiritual situation of the planet and being aware of the power of prayer, those who
do not truly pray only supply the mind's need to not be lacking with God, but not only they do not
help in anything, they also increase the weight of Justice in the balance of humanity.

It is for this reason that I pray for greater awareness in your prayers, for greater love and greater
truth. Because if we cannot count on those who listen to us from day to day, little hope we will have
with those who doesn't know us at all.

I love you and, for that reason, I guide you and I advise you always, correcting your paths, so that
one day you find perfection and holyness

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


